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Abstract

In this paper we study the strong input-output decoupling problem via regular static
output feedback for nonlinear control systems (SIODPof). It turns out that the solvability
of the problem is equivalent to the solvability of a ractorization problem for a set of
functions with respect to certain codistributiol1s. Clwcknble conditions for the solvability
of this factorization problem are given.

1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the 80's, a lot of progress has been made in the solution of nonlinear
synthesis problems via static and dynamic state feedback (see the textbooks [7],[11] and the
monograph [6] for an overview). To our best knowledge, there have hardly been any papers
that tackle nonlinear synthesis problems via (static or dynamic) output feedback. Excep
tions are [9] that gives conditions for controlled invariance of distributions via static output
feedback, and [10], that studies the strong input-olltput decoupling problem via structure
preserving static state feedback for Hamiltonian systems. (In the last reference, static output
feedback appears on the stage since for Hamiltonian systems a structure preserving static
state feedback is necessarily a static output feedback.)

'Research was part.ly performed while t.he "econd and I.hil'd aut.hor were visit.ing Eindhoven Uni,·ersit.y of
Technology.

IAut.hor t.o whom all correspondence should he sent.
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In this paper we study the strong input-output clecoupling problem via regular static output
feedback (SIODPof) for square affine nonlinear control systems. It turns out that the question
of solvability of the problem boils down to the question of solvability of a factorization problem
of a set offunctions with respect to certain codistributions. 1iore specifically, consider a square
affine nonlinear control system with m inputs and nt outputs. Let IT be the codistribution
spanned by the differentials of the output functions. Assuming that all relative degrees
of the system are finite and the decoupling matrix of the system is invertible (which are
necessary conditions for the solvability of the strong input-output decoupling via regular
static state feedback, d. [11],[7]), one may define certain codistributions ni (i = 1,···, m)
that characterize the dynamics of a strongly input-output decoupled system. In fact, it turns
out that these codistributions are the annihilators of certain controllability distributions ([8])
for the system. For the i-th output (i = 1.· . '. m) of the system one may then define certain
functions Ui, bi1 , ..• , bim. Then, the SIO DPof is solvable if and only if for every i E {I, ... , m}
one can simultaneaously factorize these functions with respect to ni and II in the following
way: there should exist functions Pij,~li.¢i.'Ij'i (i.j = 1.···.m) such that dPij,d, E II,
d<Pi, d'l/Ji E ni and

Ui 'l/Ji + ~ii<Pi

If this factorization is possible, then a regular static output feedback solving the SIODPof
will depend on the functions ,aij .li. while the dynamics that remain after the problem has
been solved are described by the functions <Pi, ~'i.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we bricny review some concepts and
results from the theory of differential forms tha.t will be used in the rest of the paper. Next,
in Section 3 we treat the structure of strongly input-output decoupled systems and introduce
the codistributions ni . Further, we discuss SOllte of the properties of these codistributions.
In Section 4 we define the SIODPof, and we reduce the problem to the factorization problem
indicated above. In Section .5 we consider the solva.bility of this problem. In Section 6, we
draw some conclusions.

2 Differential forms

In this section we give an overview of differential forms. For details, we refer to [1],[2],[3]'[4]'[13].

Let 1I be an r-dimensional vector space over JR. A k-fonn w on V is a k-linear completely
antisymmetric mapping w : 1I X .•• X 1I -,. IR, i.e.,

'--,..-"
k times

(1)

(VVl,"',t'l' E l/)(W(Vl.···.'L',.) = -W(Vl.···,Vi-l,'L'i+l,Vi,l'i+2,···'t'r)) (2)
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Note that a one-form on V is just an element of V*, the dual of V. The space of all k-forms
on V is denoted by A"(V*). It is easily checked that the k-linearity and anti-symmetry of a
k-form on V implies that all k-forms a.re zero for k > 1'. We define

(3)

where

We call A(V*) the exterior algebra over V*. An element w E A(F*) is called a form on V and
may be written in a unique way as

(4)

where wi E Ai(V*) (i = 0" .. ,1').

We next define a product on A(1/*), the so called wedge product (or exterior product). This
product will be denoted by "1\". First, let 1] E l\P(V*), wE Aq(V*). Then 1]l\w E Ap+q(V*)
is defined by

(5)

where the sum is over all permutations of 1.···, P + 1, and 1.'1,"', Vp+q E V. For 1] =
1]0 +... +1]r, w =wO +... +wr , with 1]i,Wi E Ai(V*) (i =0,"',1'), we define

r

1]I\W = L 1/l\w
j

i,j=O
(6)

Note that the wedge-product is associative and distributive, but not commutative. Instead,
it satisfies

(7)

Let v E V be given. Then the interior product vJ : A(1/*) -- A(ll"*) is defined in the following
way. First consider """ E A"(11*). Then vJw E Ak-I(F*) is given by

(VJW)(VI ... V I') = """(v VI ... 'l' 1), , 71- "'71-

where VI,"', Vp-I E V. If w =wO +... +w", with wi E Ai(V*) (i =0"",1'), then

"
(VJW) = L(VJW

i
)

i=O

(8)

(9)

Next, consider an n-dimensional manifold M, Let T; At denote the cotangent space at x E M
and let T*M denote the cotangent bundle of M. Since T;;.H is a.n n-dimensiona.l vector space
over JR, we may define A"(T;M) for all .1: EM, I.: = O... ',11, as well as

n

A(T;M) := L Ak(T;M)
"=0



We then define the bundles Ak(T* M), i\(T*M) over .Ai by

Ak(T*10.1):= U Ak(T;A1), (k = 0,· .. , n)
xEAf

on

A(T*111) := L: Ak(T* M)
k=O

(10)

(11)

•

A differential form on M is now defined to be a smooth section of the bundle A(T*M), while
a differential k-form on M is defined to be a smooth section of the bundle Ak(T*M). So,
roughly speaking, a differential (k- )form on AI is a "prescription" that assigns a (k- )form
W x on T; M to every x E Ai in a smooth way. Not.e that by this definition a differential
O-form on AI is just a smooth fnnctioll Oil J\f. \Vhen no confusion arises, we will simply call
a differential (k- )for111 on ill a (k- )form on M in the sequel.

The wedge product of the forms 17, w on ill is defined to be the form (1] A w) satisfying

(12)

Let T be a smooth vector field on ill, and Jet '"'-" be a form on AI. Then the interior product
(T J w) is defined to be the form satisfying

(TJW)~, = T:t.Jw~., (V'.r E!\f) (13)

The exterior differential operat01' d maps a 1.:-form w in to a (k +I)-form dw, called the exterior
derivative of w. The operator d is uniclue]y defi ned by the following properties:

1. d is linear:

(Va, (J E IR)(d( 0:17 + (3w) = nell] + /3(1;,,;)

2. If 1] is a k-form, then

d(1] A w) = dl] A w + (-1)"17 A dw

3. d2 = O.

4. If f is a O-form, then df is the ordinary differential elf of f.

5. d is local: if 1] and w coincide on an open set U, then d17 = dw on U.

A k-form w is called clo.sed if dw = 0; it is caJJed exact if there exists a (k - I)-form 1] such
that w = d1]. Note that, since d2 =0, an exact. I.,-form is closed. The converse does not need
to hold globally. However, it does hold locally, as is reflected by the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Poincare's Lemma) If 1\1 is smoothly contractible to a point Xo E M, then
every closed form w on M is exact. •
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Let r be a smooth vector field on J.,{. The Lie-derivative [T maps a k-form w into a k-form
[TW. [T is uniquely defllled by the following properties:

1. If f is a O-form on M, then

2. [r is a derivation:

3. [r commutes with d:

From the definitions of interior product, exterior derivat ive, and Lie-derivative one may derive
the following identities that will be frequently llsed in the sequel (here a, r denote smooth
vector fields on M, and W denotes a k-fonn on i\/).

[rW = d(T JW) + T Jdw

[a,r]Jw = [o-(TJW) - TJ[o-w (Leibuiz - formula)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Denote by nl(M) the set of aU one-forms on M. Then n1(M) has the structure of a finitely
generated module over the ring of smooth functions ou ,H. A finitely generated submodule
of nl (A1) is caUed a codistr'ilmtion on M. A roclistribution n on M is called integrable if it
has a set of generators consisting of exact one-forms.

Theorem 2.2 (Frobenius Theorem) CO/7.~idera codistribution n on M. Let {WI, .. " wd }

be a set of generators ofn and let Wd+1, .. ·,w" be such that {wl,.··,w n
} generate nl(Af).

Then n is integrable if and only if there e:l:ist smooth functions r7j (i, k = 1,"" d; j =
i + 1, .. " n) on M such that

d n

dw k =L L r7jw i 1\ w) (I.: = 1,· .. , d)
i=l.i=i+l

.5

(17)
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3 Strongly input-output decoupled systems

3.1 Structure of strongly input-output decoupled systems

We consider a squa.re nonlinear control system ~ of the form

{

X = J(x) + f. lli9i(:C) =: J(x) +9(x)U
~ i=l

Y = hex)

(18) -

where x = (Xb"', xnf E IRn are local coordinates for the state space manifold M, U E IRm
denotes the controls and y E IRm denotes the outputs. \Ve will assume throughout that the
vector fields J,91," ',9m and the output mapping 11 : M _IR nl are meromorphic.

Let lCu denote the field of meromorphic functions of {.r, {II(~') I /,: 2: O}} and define the vector
space

(19)

For ~ we define in a natural way

y= y(x,'Il) = 3~[f(.1:)+!J(:l:)1I]

y(k+1) = y(.1:,il, ...• lI(k)) =

01 (k) 1>-1 at (q 0

~[J(.1:) + g(.1.')u] + L !!.lL..:.-f)'(0) 11(,+1)o:r . i=u U'

We define the relative degrees ri (i = L .... m) of ~ by ([5])

ri = min{k E IN I dyfi.:) ¢ spanK" {d.l:}}

(20)

(21)

If aU relative degrees are finite, we define the decoupling matrix B(.r) of 1: as the (m,m)
matrix with entries

(
a (rd )

bij ( x) = ~ (.r ) (i, j = 1,· ... m)
U'llj

(22)

A system ~ is said to be input-output decol/pled if each of its inputs influences one and only
one of its outputs. The system is said to he strongly input-output decoupled if all relative
degrees are finite, its decoupling matrix is an invertible diagonal matrix, and

(
Ck))

0!f;!j =0 (i,j=l'''',m;ji-i; k2:ri+1) (23)

Remark 3.3 Note that a strongly input-ontput decollpled system is input-output decoupled.
The converse does not need to llOld (see [11] for details).
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For ~ we define the following subspaces of F:

f2i := {w E spanK" {d.1:} I

(k) (1') (r+k-l)
VI;,EF\T: W ' EspanK:,.{d:r,dYi I , ••• ,dYi I }}

The subspaces f2 i have the following interpretation.

(24)

Proposition 3.4 Consider a square nonlinear system ~ of the form (18), and assume that
all its relative degrees are finite. Let XQ E AI be given. Define

ai(X):= £,/hi(;r) (i = 1, .. ·,m) (25)

(26)

Then ~ is strongly input-olltput decollplul around :ro if and only if thae exists a neighbor-hood
U C AI of XQ such that for' all a: E U we have:

bij (x) = 0 (i, j = 1" .. , 111; i -f j)

bii(X) -f 0 (i = 1"", m)

dai(x),db;;(a;) E S1;(x) (i = 1"",11I)

Proof See Appendix.

3.2 Properties of subspaces n;

(27)

(28)

(29)

•

In this subsection we will derive some further properties of the subspaces f2i. Consider a
system ~ of the form (18) and assume that all relative degrees are finite. Let Xo E M be
given and assume that there exists a neighborhood U C J1J of Xo such that B(x) is invertible
for all x E U. Let iC denote the subfield of K'f consisting of the meromorphic functions of x.
Define the following subspaces for i = 1,· .. , m:

r. { {I } 11,..// l'\' . (I,) . { 1 I· ("i) 1 (1'i+k-l)} (30)Hi:= wE spauK: (,.1: VI\; E.· : w E spauK
u

c:r,eYi ,···,cYi

Consider the sequence of su bspaces n7 clef! lIee! by

(31)

Proposition 3.5 There exi8ts an integer k* E IN such that

(i) VI;, 2: 1;,* + 1: n7 = nr.
(ii) ni =nf.
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Proof See Appendix. •
Since f2i C spanK;{dx}, it may be identified with a codistribution on 111. It then turns out
that the codistribution obtained in this way is the dual of a controllability distribution for I;,

as is reflected by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.6 Consider a square nonlinear control system I; of the form (i8) and assume
that all its relative degrees are finite. Assume that the decoupling matrix of I; is invertible.
Let Ri denote the supremal controllability distribution for I; that is contained in

Ti-l

Ai:= n Ker dy~k)
k=O

Then

R*l. n ( .
i = Hi 1 = 1", ',111,)

Proof See Appendix.

(32)

(33)

•
Corollary 3.7 The codistribuLions n; arc integrable and invariant under regular static state
feedback.

Proof Follows immediately from Proposition :3.6 and the fact that the distributions Ri are
involutive and invariant under regular static state feedback (cf. [8],[7]). •

4 Strong input-output decoupling problem via regular static
output feedback

4.1 Definition of the problem

Definition 4.8 Consider a square nonlinear system ~ of the form (18) and let Xo E M be
given. Then the strong input-output decoupling problem via regular static output feedback
(SIODPof) is said to be solvable around .1:0 if there exist a neighborhood U C M of Xo and
mappings a : h(U) ---+ JRm,;3 : h(U) ---+ lRmxm satisfying

1,8 0 h(x)l¥ 0 (\Ix E U)

such that I;, together with the output feedback

u = a 0 h( x) +,8 0 h( x)v

is input-output decoupled, when restricted to U.

(34)

(35)

Remark 4.9 To simplify notation in the sequel, we \\'ill simply writeu = a(y)+,8(y)v rather
than (35) for a static output feedback.
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4.2 Reduction to factorization problem

In this section we reduce the SIODPof to a factorization problem for a. set of functions with
respect to certain codistributions.

Theorem 4.10 Consider a nonlitu:al' control system I: of the form (18) and assume that
all its relative degrees are finite. Let XQ E 111 be given. Define ai(x) (i = 1,···, m) and
bij(x) (i,j = 1,···,m) as in (25), (26) respectively. Furthermore, define the codistribution
II := span{dh},.··, dhm }. Then the 5IODPof is solvable around XQ if and only if there exist
a neighborhood U C !If of XQ and functions f3jj ,¢i, 'l!Ji,O'j: M --;. IR (i, j = 1,···, m) such that
on U we have

df3ij,dO'j E IT (i,j = 1,···,m)

bij=f3ij¢i (i,j= 1,···,m)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

Proof (sufficiency) Assume that f3jj, ¢j,~\, O'j satisfying (:36),·· ·,(3D) exist. Define the matri
ces

B(y) := (j3 j.i(y) )i •.i=l.... ,m

<I>(x):= diag(¢dx)", ·,<,om(;z;))

and the vectors

5(.11) := col(O'}(y),.·., O"m(Y))

We then have

= \}I(x) +<I>(x)(S(y) +B(y)u)

(rm)
Ym

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

Since B(x) is invertible on some neigh borhood U C M of Xo, also B(y) is invertible on this
neighborhood. Apply the following regular sta.tic ontpnt feedback to l::

u = B(y)-l(v - Sty))

9
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Then for (18,45) we have

(rJl
YI

= I}/ (:1:) +<p(;t)v

(rm)
Yrn

(46)

From (37) and Proposition 3.4 it then follows that (18,4,5) is strongly input-output decoupled,
and hence the SIODPof is solvable for r; around :ro.

(necessity) Assume that the SIODPof is solvable for ~ around xo, by means of the regular
static output feedback

II = r1(y) +E(y)v

We then have that B(:l:)E(y) is an invertible diagonal matrix, say

B(x)B(y) = <1>(:r) = diag(¢1(.1:),···'¢m(.1:))

(47)

(48)

where d¢i E fi i (i = 1,···,m). Denote the entries of iJ(y)-l by /3ij(yj (i,j = 1, ... ,m). By
(48), B(x) = <1>(x)E(y)-l and hence

bij = 13ij¢i fi,j = 1,"" m)

This establishes (38). Further, define

I}/(x) = col(~;l(.1:),··· ,~'m(:c)) := a(.r) +B(.1' )A( y)

We then have that eNi E ni and

a(x) = I}/(x) - B(.1:).4(y) = W(;r) - ql(.1:)iJ(y)-1 ;l(y)

Denoting the entries of E(y)-I A(y) hy -airy) (i = 1,"', In), we then obtain from (51):

ai = 'l/Ji + ai~?i (i = 1"" ,177)

which establishes (39).

Motivated by the above theorem, we formulate the following factorization problems:

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

•

Factorization Problem 1 Consider codistriblltions n,n on an n-dimensional manifold M
and a function b : M ----+ JR. Under what conditions do there locally exist functions {3, ¢ :
M -+ IR satisfying

1. d{3 E n.

2. de/> E n.

3. b = {3e/>.

Factorization Problem 2 Consider roclistrillutiolls n.n 011 all n-dimensional manifold M
and functions Ct, b : M ----+ lfl, where Factorization Problem 1 is solvable for b. Under what
conditions do there locally exist functions a, <p, Ii' : M ~ JR satisfying

10



•

1. dO' E IT.

2. d¢ E n.

3. d7/J E n.

4. a = 7/J + abo

Factorization Problem 3 Consider codistributions n,n on an n-dimensional manifold M
and functions a, b},· .. , be : AI ---;. JR. where bl ,' .. , be are not all identically zero. Under what
conditions do there locally exist functions fh, ... ,13(. a, </>, 7/J : M ---;. JR satisfying

1. d(3},···, d(3e, dO' E n.

2. d</> E n.

3. d7/J E n.

4. bi = (3i</> (i = 1,···,m)

5. a = 7/J + a</>.

We then have:

Corollary 4.11 Consider a nonlinear cont rol system E of the forrn (18) and assume that
all its relative degrees are finite. Let ;1:0 E J1I be giren. Define ai(x) (i = 1,···,m) and
bij(X) (i,j = 1,···,m) as in (25),(26) respectively. Fu.rthermore. define the codistribution
IT:= span{dhl,···,dhm}. Then the SIODPofis solvable around Xo if and only if there exists
a neighborhood U C M of Xo 8uch that

(i) B( x) is invertible for all x E U.

(ii) For all i E {I,·.·, 111} 11'(' have that Factorization Problem 3 28 solvable on UfoI'
ai,bil,· .. ,bim with r('spec/to f2 i and n.

Proof Follows immediately from Theorem 4.10 and the definition of Factorization Problem
3.

5 Solvability conditions for factorization problems

In the following subsections we will consider the three factorization problems. Rather than
solving the problems in their full generality, we will solve them for codistributions n and IT
with a special structure that is imposed by til(' considerations in the previous section (except
for part of the solution of Factorization Problem 1).

First of aU, the codistributions f2i and n in the previolls section are integrable, while we
moreover have a basis of exact one-forms for n in hand (namely elYI,' .. , dYrn). Secondly, the
invertibility of the decoupling matrix of E implies that ((Yj ~ Oi (i, j = 1,,,,, m; i i= j).

11



Furthermore, we clearly have that dYi E S1 i (i
(i=l, ... ,m).

1" . " m). Hence S1i n II

Based on the above considerations, we will solve the three factorization problems for integrable
codistributions nand n baving the following form:

II = span{wn-m+1, .. ·,wn}, wn-m+1,···,wn exact

(53)

(54)

Throughout, we will be interested in local results. In particular, this means by Poincare's
Lemma that a one-form is exact if and only if it is closed.

5.1 Factorization Problem 1

\Ve will first give necessary and sufficient conditions for solvahility of Factorization Problem
1, and afterwards we will give a method to check these conditions for n and II satisfying
(53),(54).

Proposition 5.12 Consider in.tegrable eodist,.iblltions nand n. Let a function b : .M -+ JR
be given. Then Factorization Problem 1 is locfllly solvable for b if and only if there exists a
one-form 1r E II such that

(i) db-1r E n.

(ii) b- l 1r is exact.

Proof (necessity) Assume that f3, ~b : M ~ III are such that dl3 E TI, drfy E n, and b = f3rfy.
Define 1r := rfydf3. Then obviously

db - 1r = f3drfy E n

Furthermore,

-b-2 (db /\ r. + (db - r.l /\ r.) = 0

and hence b- l 1r is exact.

(55)

(56)

(sufficiency) Assume that r. E IT satisfying (i) and (ii) exists. Let ,8 : AI ---- JR be such that

(57)

Since b- l 1r is exact, we llave

(58)

12



and hence

Define

W:= db - 1i E n

Then we have dw = -d1i and hence

and hence there exists a J : M ~ III such that

We then have

which yields

b = ceU3+Jl , c E J[(\{O}

Defining f3 := cexp(,8), <p := exp(J), we obtain

b = f3</Y

which establishes our claim.

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

(64)

(65)

•
We next turn to the question in what way the conditions of Proposition .5.12 may be checked
for integrable codistributions n, II satisfying (5:3),(.54). Choose """d+l, .. ·,wn - m such that
wI, ... , w n are linearly independent, and let 7\.···,7" be vec(or fields that are dual to
In'W , ••• , W , l.e.,

7;JWj = D;j (i,j = 1, .. ·,n)

The following lemma gives some properties of the Lie-brackets [7i, Ti] (i,j = 1,"" n) that
will be used in the sequel.



Lemma 5.13 (i) (Vi,j E {l,···,n})([Tj,Tj] E span{TJ,···,Tn - m }).

(ii) (Vi,j E {d+ 1,·· ',n -l})([Tj,Tj] E span{Td+l,···,Tn - m }).

Proof

(i) Let i,j E {l,···,n}. \Ve have

n

[Tj, Tj] = l)[Ti, Tj] J",i)Tk
k=1

By the Leibniz-formula,

[ ] k I' (. k) L' . kTi, Tj Jw = LTi Tj J(.;.,' - T.i J 'TiW =

-Tj J d8 jk - T.i J Tj J clwk = Tj J Tj J clwk

Since wn - m +1 , ..• , wn are assumed to be exact, (67) yields in particular:

[Tj,Tj]JWk=O (i,j=l,···,n; h=n-rn+I,···,n)

From (66) and (68) \ve then have

n-m

[Tj,Tj] = L([Tj,Tj]JWk)Tk E spall{TJ"",Tn - m }

k=1

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(ii) Since n is assumed to be integrable, by the Frobcnius Theorem there exist r:s such
that

d n

d k "" rk ,. sw = L..J L..J "SW 1\ w +
1'=1 s=I'+1

n-l

L r~swn 1\ W
S (h = 1"", d)

s=(/+1

(70)

Now let i,j E {d+ 1,···,n-I}. Then we have for /,: = I,···,d:

d n n-l
T' J T· J ('\' '\' rk,.r 1\ W s + '\' rk wn 1\ W S

) =
I .7 ~ ~ rsW ~ ns

r=Js=r+J s=d+l

d
Tj J (- L r~jl.l-·r - r~jWn) = 0

1'=1

(71)

Combining (69) and (71), we establish (ii).

Vie now have the following result.

14
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Theorem 5.14 Consider integrable codistl'ibutiol1s 0, II satisfying (53), (54). Choose one
forms wd+1 , . . " wn - m such that WI" . " wn are independent, and let Tl,' . " Tn be vector fields
that are dual to WI, •• " wn . Consider a function b : 111 -+ JR. Then Factorization Problem 1
is solvable for b if and only if

L Ti b = 0 U= d + 1, ... , 11 - m)

L,Ti ( b-1 LTj b) = 0 (i = 1,· .. , d; j = n - m + 1, ... , n - 1)

In the sufficiency-part of the proof of Theorem 5.14, we use the following lemma.

(72)

(73)

•

Lemma 5.15 Assume that b satisfies (72), (78). Then theTe exists a function 1 : M -+ JR
satisfying

L Ti 1 = 0 (i = 1, .. " n - m)

LT;I = L T,,(b- 1£. Tj b) (i = 11 -1/1 + 1. .. ·.11 -1)

(74)

(75)

Proof Equalities (74),(75) give a. set of (11 - 1) PDE's for 1'. We need to check whether the
integrability conditions are satisfied. In the sequel of this proof, we indicate application of
Lemma 5.13. (i) by (i) and a.pplication of Lemma .5,] :3. (ii) by (ii).

First, let i,j E {I,··" n - nl}. Then we have on the one hand

£. . (i),(i")
[T;,T;P = 0

and on the other hand

f' f" •• (i4)
J...[T;,Tjp = J...T,L T; ,- LT;LT,~f = 0

Next, let i,j E {n - 111 +1"", n - m}. Theil we ha.ve on the one hand

£. . (i)Ji4) 0
[T;,TJI'"Y

and on the other hand

(76)

(77)

(78)

L[r T']I =to ;

(79) .

]5



Last, we consider i E {1,.··,n - m}, j E {n - m + 1,···,n - I}. Note that for r E
{ d + 1, ... , n - m}, s E {n - m + 1, ... , n - I} we have

We now have on the one hand

r (i),(74) 0
L[T;,Tj]/ =

and on the other hand

(80)

(81)

(82)

From (76,77,78,79,81,82) we conclude that the integrability conditions are satisfied and hence
there exists a, : AI -;. JR satisfying (74),(7.5). •

Proof of Theorem .5.14
In this proof, we indicate application of Le11l1l1a 5.1:3. (i) by (i) and application of Lemma
.5.13. (ii) by (ii).
(necessity) Assullie that there exist jJ,O : JI - II{ such that dJ E rl, d<jJ E nand b = !3<jJ.
Note that

nl.. = span {Td+l" .. , Tn-I}

Let i E {d +1,···, n - m}. then

r b r (f3A-.) pL" ., 3 (85)
LT; . = LTj , <r' = 'Tj¢ +¢L T,! = 0

which establishes (72). Next, let i E {l,···,d},j E {11- III +1,···,n -I}. Then

(83) . (84)
LT;(b-1LTjb) = LT;(!3-1<jJ-IL T)13<jJ)) = CT,{/3-1L\(3) =

which establishes (73).

(83)

(84)

(85)

(sufficiency) Assume that b satisfies (72 ),(7;3). Acco]'din~ to Lemma. .5.15, there exists a
, : AI ..... JR satisfying (74),(75). Defiut' 1r E n hy

n-l

1r= L (£T)b);;)+lr;w n

j=n-m+l
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Then

db - 1f =

(87)
d .

L(.Cr;b)wt + (£rllb - b'"y)wll En
i=l

Furthermore,

n-1
d(b-11f) = d( L b-1(£rb)wi + 1'Wn ) =

i=n-m+1 j

n-1
L d(b-1£rb) 1\ wi + d'"y 1\ Wn =

i=n-m+1 J

n-1 n .. n-1. (73747580)
L L(£ri(b-1[.rjb))wll\wJ+ L([.rl~i)Wll\wn . ~'

i=n-m+1 i=l ,=1

n-1 n-1
. L . L ([.ri(b- 1[.rj b));...:' 1\ I.;.;:i
J=n-m+1 ·t=n-m+1

(88)
n-1

+. L £r71(b-l£rjb)wn I\I.;.;i+
J=n-m+1

n-1
L ([.r,,(b-1£rib))W, 1\ Wn =

i=n-m+1

n-2 n-1
. L . L ([.Ti(b- 1[.r

J
b ) - [.rj(b-1[.rib))W' I\ w:i = ... =

J=n-m+1 I=J+1

and hence b-11f is exact. Thus, there exists a one-form 1f E IT such that db - 1f E IT and b-1
1f

is exact. By Proposition 5.12 this implies that Factorization Problem 1 is solvable for b. •

5.2 Factorization Problem 2

We next turn to Factorization Problem "2 for the special case we are interested in. To recapit
ulate, we are given two integrable codistrihutions n a.nd IT satisfying (53),(54), and functions
a, b : Jvl -+ JR, where b satisfies (83),(84). We are interested in the question under what
conditions there locally exist functions CT, q'J : AI --'0 m such that

dCT E IT
d7jJ E n

a 4) + CTb

The answer is given by the following t heorclll.

17
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Theorem 5.16 Consider' integrable codistributions nand TI sati8fying (5;1),(54). Choose
one-forms wd+1 , ••• , wn - m 8I/ch that WI, ••. , wll are independent, and let TIl' .. , Tn be vector
fields that are dual to WI, • .. , wn . Consider' functions a, b : AI -+ JR, where Factorization
Problem 1 i8 solvable for b, i.e., b 8ati8.{ies (88), (84). Then Factorization Problem 2 is solvable
for a if and only if

£r; a = 0 (i = d + 1, ... , n - rn) (90)

(91)

Proof
As before, in this proof we indicate application of Lemma 5.l:3.(i) by (i) and application of
Lemma 5.13. (ii) by (ii).
(necessity) Assume that Factorization Probk1ll 2 is solvable for a. Let a,1/-' be such that
dO' E TI, d'I/J E nand

a = 'I/J +ab

Let i E {d + 1", ',n - m}. Then

(92)

(93)

which establishes the necessity of (90). Next, Jet i E {L· . ',11 - rn}, j E {n-m+ 1"", n-l}.
Then

(94)

where the last equality follows from Lemma .5.l:3.(i) and (7:3,80,84). This establishes the
necessity of (91).

(sufficiency) Assume that a satisfies (90) and (91). Let I.: E {11 - 111 +1"", n -I} and define

(95)

By (91) we have for i = 1", ',n - m:

(96)

Furthermore, we have by Lemma 5.13. (ii) and (90) ror i = d + 1" .. , n - 111.:

(97)

18



Now let i E {l,···,n - m}, j E {n - m + 1," ',n -1}. Then

0= .cTJ'T,(b-1uk) =

(98)

and hence

.cT,(U;;l.cT/Lk) = 0 (i = 1"", n - 171; j,k = n - m +1", ',n -1) (99)

By Theorem 5.14, we obtain from (97) and (99) that for k = n - m +1",', n - 1 there exist

/k, Ok with d/k E II, dOk E n, such that

(100)

Furthermore, we know that there exist /3,</> witli d.d En. d<f; En stich that

(101)

and from (91) we know that

(102)

Now

(103)
b-1(Ok(-j3-1;kd/3 +did + ~fdc;J-lbJ,;(l¢ + dod)

Combining (102) and (103) we obtain

which gives

Ok = c¢, c E JR (k = n - 171 +1,"" n - 1)

It is easily checked that there exists a / : M - lR such that d, E II and

.cTk / = I k (k = n - m + 1, ... ,II - 1)

Define
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Then

LTk;j; = 0 (I.: = n - m + 1, ... , n - 1)

and hence d;j; E n. \Vp then have

, .... .... c·....:.,
a = -c</J4' + c</Ji = -ccP7/-' + 73/J<;; = 1./) + ab

(l08)

(109)

•
where 'I/J := -c<p;j;, a := (CJ / (3). Clearly, we have d4' E n, da E II. Hence we have established
our claim.

5.3 Factorization Problem 3

We now consider integrable codistriblltions ,n and n of the form (.5:3),(.54) and functions
a, b1 , ••• ,be: Al - JR where b1 ,' •• ,bi' are not all identically zero. \Ve are interested in the
question under what conditions there locally exist functions ,131 " • " /3(', a, <p, 'lj; : Al - JR such
that

d/31' ... , d/3r.. cia E II
d<p, d'lj; E n
bi = /3i<P (i = 1,· ... C)
a = 4' + a<j>

The solution of this factorization problem is givc·n in the following theorem.

(110)

Theorem 5.17 Consider integrable codi81rilmtiolls nand n satisfying (5,']), (54) and func
tions a, b1,' ", be : Ai ~ JR, where b1•· . '. bl' are not all idcntically zero. Choose k E {I", " f}
such that bk =t O. Then Factorization Problem 3 i8 soll'Oble if and only if

(i) Factorization Problem 1 is solvable for bl;.

(ii) Factorization Problem 2 is soleable for (/, bl;.

(iii) Vi E {l,"',e}: d(bi/bl;) En.

Proof (necessity) Let /31,···,j3(',a,(;~,l/-': J\1 - JR be such that (110) holds. Then clearly
Factorization Problem 1 is solvable for bl;. Furthermore, we have

(111)

Since d( a/13k) E II, we see that Factorization Problem 2 is solvable for a, bl;. Finally, we have
for i E {I" .. , £}:

( bi) .t'3icP Pi
d -b = d( --;-3,) = d( -3 ) E rr

k ! I;(/> I I;
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(sufficiency) Assume that (i), (ii), (iii) are satisfied. Let (3k, <P, '1/;, a, Pl,' ", Pk-b Pk+b''', Pi
be such that

~=Pi (i=I,···,£;i#k)

where by (iii) we have that dPi E IT. Define (3i = pJh (i = 1"", £; i # k), u = 17(3k. Then
clearly d(3i, du E IT. Furthermore,

Hence Factorization Problem :3 is solvable for a. bl , ...• be.

6 Conclusions

•

In this paper we have given conditions for the soh'ability of the strong input-output decoupling
problem via regular static output feedback (STODPof). It turned Ollt that the solvability of
the SIODPof is equivalent to the solvability of a f'actorizatioJl problem for a set of functions
with respect to certain codistriblltions. A constructive JlH'thod to check the solvability of this
factorization problem was given.

Although the conditions for solvability of the SIODPof that were presented in this paper
can be checked, the paper docs not give a proc('dure to ol>taill a static output feedback that
solves the problem. The question of how to obt ain such a feedback remains a topic for future
research.

An extension of the SIODPo[ is the strong input-output decoupling problem via regular mea
surement feedback (SIODPmf). In this problem. one looks for a regular static measurement
feedback

Qmf: u=O'(z)+(3(z)v, 1(3(.:)1#0

where z = k(x) E IRY denotes the measurements that can be made of the system, such that
the system "£ 0 Qmf with controls v and outputs y = h(:I') is strongly input-output decoupled.
Analogous to Corollary 4.11 one may prove the following result.

Theorem 6.18 Consider a nonlinear control system ~ of the form (18) with measurements
z = k(x) E lRP and assume that the ,dative degrees Ti of the outputs Yi are all finite. Let
Xo E Al be given. Define ai(x) (i = l ... ·,m) and bij(:I') (i,j = 1,' ".m) as in (25),(26)
respectitlCly. Then the SIODPmf is solvalJlc around :1:0 if and only if there e:l:ists a neighborhood
U c M of Xo such that

(i) B(x) is invertible for all :I: E [T.

:21



(ii) For all i E {I"", m} we have that Factorization Problem 3 is solvable on U for
ai,bib ·· ',bim with respect to Di and Il:= span{dli:}," ·,dkp }. •

The question that arises here is in what way one may translate condition (ii) of the above
theorem into checkable conditions amdogolls to tilP OJIPS obtained in Section 5. The problem
is that one cannot lise the special strllcture that was erllpJoyed in Section 5 any more. The
solution of this problem also remains a topic for future research.
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Appendix: Proofs Ie results from Section 3

Proof of Proposition 3.4

It is easily checked that

'In

vt;) = aj(x) + I)ij(X)Uj (i = 1,···, m)
j=1

(113)

Hence the requirement that the decoupling matrix is an invertible diagonal matrix is equiva
lent to (27),(28). In the rest of the proof we assume that (27),(28) hold. We then have

v~ri) = aj(x) + bii(X)Ui

We now prove that

(r,'+k) {... (T,'+k)dYi E span/(u dJ, dUll' .. , dll; } (VI.' E IN)

if and only if

(k) (k) . .. (,'il . (I'i+k-1)daj ,dbji E span/(u{dJ,dYi .···,dy; } (VI.: E IN)

(114)

(115)

(116)

Note that (115) is equivalent to (:n), while (l1G) is equivalent to (29). By (114) we have for
k E IN:

and hence

(ri+ k ) (k) L:k
(',;) 1(1") .(/;-1')y, = a· + ).. 1/.

I I l' II I

1'=0

(117)

(118)

First assume that (116) holds. We prove hy induction that this implies (115). By (118), (115)
clearly holds for k = O. Next assume that (]I.')) holds l'or k = 0.···,(-1. Then

d (TiH) I (C) + ~ ( C ) [ .(1'-,.) II (T) + ,(l') I. (1'-1')] (1E16)Yi = ca· i...J 1/ ().. u·· (U,
I 1'=0 l' I It " I

{ I 1 (1';) I· (TiH-l) 1 1 (C)} (IH)span/(u lX'CYi ,···.(Yi ,CUj,"',("uj =

which implies that (115) holds for an I,; E IN.

(119)

Next, assume that (11.5) holds. We show by induction that. this implies (116). Clearly, (116)
holds for k = O. Next, assume tha.t (11G) holds for~: = 0,,,,,(-1. We have

("+1') (Ji) (1')
dYl" = W + (da.· + /I db·, ), 't· 't ' II
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where by the induction hypothesis and (11.5)

(-1 ( f) ((-r) (,.) (I') (e-r) (e)w·- L [u. db .. + b·· du· ] + b.. du' E
r=O 1~ t ti It I It 1

. • ("i) (riH-2). . . (C)} _spa.n/(u{dx,dYi ,···,dy; ,du""',duj-

Then (11.5),(120),(121) imply that we have

(daV) + llidb~;») E spanK
u

{dx,duj," .,dU~I)}

or, equivalently,

d(a~C) + ujb~1») E span"" {d:l'. du;.···. dll~/)}

This implies that for all j E {I, .. " i - 1, i + 1. .. ·,111} Wl' have

~ (a~() + u.b(C)) = 0
{)u.' , II

)

This gives

(121)

(122)

(123)

(124)

0=

{) ({) .(11») ( i)'l.( I') ) . Cl (·)b.(.O )fl.. ).. (J ( ..

dllj ~ + iJtt; +11 i iJ II j 7Jtj;

Now

(12.5)

(D
(1'-1) I' 'J .) (e-1) )D2 (lj ", . .-- ((Ii ' (1'+1) _

() II .du . i) :1.' [.f(./ )+9 (.1 ) ll] + L D (I') Ui -
) I •. 1'=0 U

i

(
a ((-1) ) a'

a,~ ")~) [!(:I.')+q(:I')U]+
( .1' ( 11)£ IIi . .

e-2 D2 (1'+1) (lH)
L '. ; (I') U i = 0

1'=0 aliiaUi

Similarly, we have

{Pb~9
-::------::"-"- = 0
{)U/Jui

Thus, (12.5),(126),(127) yield

ab (£)
-'-' = 0
a'llj
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(130)

(129)

(131)

which, together with (124), gives

fJa(f)
_t_=O
fJUj

Then from (123),(128),(129) we obtaill

da~e),db~p E spanKu{dx,duj, ... ,du~£)}

What remains to be shown is that, if (115) holds, we have for all k E IN:

spanK
u
{dx, dyf"i), .. " dy;Ti+k)} = spanK" {d.l:, dUj, ... , du~k)}

First consider the case k = O. Then,

spanKu {dx, dviTi!} = spanK'" {d.L do j + vjdbii + Uiidui} = spanKu {d.l:, dud (132)

and hence (131) holds for k = O. Next aSSIlIllC' that (131) holds for I.: = o,···,e-1. By (115)
("+1')and (118) we have that dYj I ' has the forIll

(T'+f) (f)elYi I . = W +Ujiduj'

where W E spanK:
u

{dx, dUj,"', dU~(,-l)}. By t1l(' induction hypothesis this implies

{ I / (Ti) /. (f,H)}spanK:u (.1:, C.Yi ' .. " CYj =

{
(,') (,. +I-I) (tl}spanK

u
d:z;, dYj , " . " dYj I· • .J +Uiid Ui =

• (I:')spanK
u

{dx, clUj,' . " clu i }

(133)

(134)

•
and hence (131) holds for all k E IV. Combinillg (UO) and (1:31), we obtain that (116) holds
for all k E IN.

Proof of Proposition 3.5

(i) Follows from the fact. that nr is a nOll-increasillg sequence of subspaces with dim(nf) ::;
n.

(ii) Consider the sequence of subspaces defined by

n? span,dd;r }

(135)

(I.- E lV)

Clearly, nr is a lIon-increasillg S('(IIH'II<:(' of slIhspaces with dim(nn ::; n. Hence there
exists a 1.: such that

(136)
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It is easily checked that

r.. _ Ai>
H, - Hi
.

We will now show by induction that for all l..: E lAr
\V{, hayc

n~ = n~
I I

(137)

(138)

and hence that (ii) holds, with k = k*. By (:31),(13.5) we have that (138) holds for 
k = O. Now assume that (138) holds for I,: = 0" . " e.

and

. -f (1') -I' (1')
wEn; + spanK" {elYi ' } = n i +spanK'" {dYi ' }

By (140) there exist wE nl, Ti E spanK" {ely;";)} such that 0 = CJ + Ti. Then

",-,(1;+1) =0(n = c.Y) + Till) E spallK" {d.t. d:lJi'·il ..... dy}"iH)}

by definition of n~. Thus \\'P ha\"e;.,.' E ~)1+1. lIellee we ha\"e proved that

-1;+1 -I;Hni C ni

• - 1.'+1 •Next, let w E ni , I.e.,

w E n~ = ~y
I I

and

By (143) we have that

W = W,r + Ti

where W x E nf-1 = nf-1 and Ti E spanK" {ely!"')}. Then by (144):

wie) = j('+l) - Ti(1.') E spanK" {d:r,dy;r;), ... , dy;r i H-l)}

and hence

w Ene = sYx I I

By (143),(14.5),(1'17) we then haw' "'-' E (2: and thlls

ne+1 C S)f+1
I ,

(139)

(140)

(141)

(142)

(143)

(144)

(145)

(146)

(147)

(148)

From (142) and (1.'J8) we olltaiu that r)j+l = 0;+1, and hence (1:38) holds for k = e+1,
which establishes our claim. •
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Proof of Proposition 3.6

Consider the following algorithm ([7]) to ca1cuJa te It;:

Sb {O}

. r1l-. .

.- ~i n ([f, St] + L [[/j, SfJ + 9) + s1 (I. E IN)
j=1

(149)

where 9 = span{91,'" ,9m}, together with algorithm (31). \Ve are going to prove by induction
that for all k E IN we have

Sil. _ tlk
k - Hi (150)

Clearly, (150) holds for I. = O. Assurne that (150) holds for Ii: = 0"", e. 'Ve have from (149):

m

Sil. (A.L [1 S·i].L n ( n[ C'i].L) n (".L') n 5';.1f+ 1 = "-.l; + , t [Jj, .J ( .I 't =
j=1

(151)

(w = W+wand ('v'r E Si)('v'er E {.f, [Jt, .. . ,9m})( [0-, r] Jw = O))}

where

.L ()' 1)
ITi:=~; = span{dy;,. ··,dy; ,- }

'.1
Assume that w E S],+I' say w = w+0. where c.: E 11; and 0 E ~;.L satisfies

('v'r E S~)('v'o- E {j'[/I,"',[Jm})([er,r]J0 = 0)

It is straightforwardly checked that for all Ii: E LV we have that H; C (27. Hence

wE spanK. {elYi," .,dYr'·;)} C f2; + spallK
u
{dyfl';J}

Furthermore, we have (with some abuse of Hotatioll):

(152)

(153)

(154)

w=
m

l.:1+gnW = ffw + L f!l) II):;" =
j=1

m

I.:fw+ L(1/.jfgj w+ ([JjJw)dllj) =
J=1

(155)

Now let T E S~, 0- E {f,[/I,···,[/m}. Then we have by the Leibniz formula:

27

(156)



where the one-hut-last equality fo11O\\ls from the fact that w E S;~1 C S;J. and the last equality

from the fact that wE ITi c st. By (1.54),(1.5.5),(156) we then have

Hence W E nf+1 and thus

S
iJ. C n(+1
£+1 Hi

. - £+1 .Next, assume that w E ni , I.e.,

wE n1 = S;J.

and

wEn" + span _ {dYl (r i
)}

t }(tt t

(157)

(158)

(159)

(160)

By (159) we have that there exist w E lI i . w E 91. such that w = w + w. Clearly, W E

spanKJdYi,···,dy;i} C D~ + spanK,,{dYJr,)}. ~ror(,o\'('r, since W E 91., we have that t, E
spa.nxJdx}. With (160) this yields:

(161)

Hence we ha.ve for all rES;:

• nL
0= r JC> = r J ([fw + L (lIjf!JJw + (,(}j Jw)duj) =

)=1

(162)
'fit

ff(r JW) - [I, r] Jw + L Il){ f:J
J

{ r JW) - [9j, r] JW =
)=1

nt

-[l,r]Jw- L Ilj[9j,T]Jw
j=l

which gives that

(Vr E S;)(Vo E {f,91,···.911tl)([0,r]Jw = 0)

This implies that w E S;~l and hence

n~+l C SiJ.
t (+1

(163)

(164)

•
- ('+1 .J.

From (158),(164) we obtain that ni· = S£+1 and hence (150) holds for k = e+ 1. This
establishes our claim.
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